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ENGAGING WITH OUR CUSTOMERS 

 
 
 
One essential feature of the Switchover Help Scheme was the 

need to reach out to all eligible people and let them know about 

the help available, so that no eligible person need be left 

behind at switchover. This paper sets out how, through 

advertising, direct mail, PR and outreach, we achieved this. 
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What did we learn? 
 
Our most valued lessons were: 

• Empathise with the people you serve 
 

The Switchover Help Scheme not only targeted its customer group of older and 
disabled people but also those who support them. We needed to empathise with 
our target groups to engage them and we found our best work came from          
in-depth insights into these groups, their environments, attitudes and barriers.  
 
• Keep it simple 

 
Our research told us our customer groups were turned off by complexity and 
wanted things to be simple. Correspondingly, our most effective communications 
approach was simple and informational. Complexity was counterproductive and 
humour was distracting. Viewed positively, this was a creative challenge. 
 
• Layer and co-ordinate 

 
The Help Scheme was a progressive campaign rolled out region by region, 
alongside the main digital switchover campaign. Working closely with partners 
Digital UK, we built a campaign that maximised impact and reach by layering 
national, regional and local activity on a closely co-ordinated and choreographed 
timeline. 
 
• Test, Learn, Adapt 

 
The regional roll-out pattern gave us plenty of opportunities to learn from 
mistakes. In effect, it gave us more than 14 different opportunities to refine and 
optimise our template regional campaign. We made sure we maximised those 
opportunities through evaluation and joint review. 
 
• Empower conversations 

 
Our mission was to reach everyone, and leave no-one behind. Although mass 
media is effective at reaching the majority of people, it cannot reach everyone or 
serve everyone’s needs. Outreach works through individuals’ conversations, and 
their subsequent word-of-mouth advocacy. Our call centre agents and engineers 
were also vital channels to inform and persuade eligible people of the benefits of 
the Help Scheme. We had to invest to facilitate those conversations as much as 
we did mass marketing and communication channels. 
 
• Embrace diversity 

 
To achieve the aim of reaching and serving everyone, the Help Scheme had to 
be accessible and approachable to all eligible people, whatever their 
background or personal circumstances. It was essential therefore to put 
accessibility and diversity at the heart of our work. 
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The Help Scheme audience 
 
The BBC Trust tasked us with maximising the reach of the Help Scheme. We 
interpreted this as making sure all eligible people knew about the help on offer, but 
with our communications investment prioritised towards those hardest to reach and 
most at risk of losing their TV services. We understood these audiences to be very 
reliant on TV: as company; as their source of information; and as their link with the 
outside world. It was these audiences that would feel its loss most severely. 
 
Therefore, we segmented our customers both on their ability to engage and 
respond, and their need for help with switchover. Our initial hypothetical three-way 
segmentation underpinned our communications model and stood the test of time.  
 
We called these groups “the 80%”, “the 15%” and “the 5%”. These terms came to be 
used as neutral and non-judgemental labels rather than strict proportions of the 
eligible population, although our research and the experience of expert 
organisations bear these numbers out. This segmentation applies appropriately to 
both older and disabled people, because it was based on their needs. 
 

 
“The 80%” are the majority of eligible people who engage directly 
with mainstream communications and act upon them 
independently if they need help. This group were largely serviced 
with our standard direct mail and mainstream marketing and 
communications, but also some face-to-face outreach. 
 
“The 15%” are those in the eligible population who may not 
engage easily with mainstream communications, nor cope very 
well with life changes, but who have some support in their lives, 
whether informal or formal, who can help them. For example, they 
may have been supported through switchover by family members 
who care for them. They can be reached through those support 
networks, either through marketing and communications or 
outreach. 
 
“The 5%” are those who neither engage very well with 
communications, nor manage change very easily, and don’t have 
any strong support in their lives. The 5% represent the most 
vulnerable of our consumer groups and the one that we thought 
hardest about reaching. 
 

 
 
Multi-layered engagement for each Help Scheme segment: 
 
We adopted different approaches to reach each group as follows: 
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Engaging the 80% - insight about the Help Scheme offer 
 
 
We initially considered how to market the benefits of digital TV to our audience – 
more channels, new features and interactivity. Very quickly, we realised this would 
miss the mark. The analogue audience most in need of our help had been given 
messages about the benefits of digital TV for half a decade and were, for the most 
part, content to pass it up. In fact, the mention of extra functionality and channels 
could put them off. The benefit of the Help Scheme for this audience would be to 
minimise the impact of compulsory change.  
 
This insight was backed up by more than one piece of Help Scheme research, which 
demonstrated how complexity, choice and the prospect of change could cause 
eligible people to disengage, throw our mail on a “do later” pile or put off their 
decision as too difficult. Therefore, it was one that underpinned our mainstream 
branding and campaign thinking.  
 
Our brand proposition became “We will make it easy for you to switch to digital TV.”  
 
Below is a quote from one of our customers that encapsulates these themes: 
 

“I was getting quite worried about what to do, especially when 
the switchover was getting very close in time, but the leaflet 
sent to me was very easy to read and understand and the lady 
who I called worked out all the details for me straight away. The 
engineer who came to the house was very helpful in installing 
the box and showed me how to use the remote and also what 
to do when the switchover happens.” 
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The Switchover Help Scheme brand 

 
It was unnecessary to build strong awareness in a brand that would have no legacy. 
Knowing investment would be short and sharp, we chose a name and logo that “did 
what it said on the tin.” To a certain extent we sacrificed brand protection for easier 
consumer understanding.  
 
Our materials also leveraged existing switchover brand collateral from Digital UK, 
such as robot mascot Digit Al, the typeface and a complementary colour, while 
maintaining a distinct identity for the Help Scheme (see Switchover Help Scheme 
logo above). We also used the BBC logo to connect the Help Scheme with the 
corporation’s unique, trusted audience relationship.  
 
We developed a customer-focused brand voice that was warm, direct and simple, 
and we applied that principle through all our copy, seeking the ‘Plain English Crystal 
Mark’ for all significant items. The basic wording of our offer was enshrined in “copy 
guidelines” which were used unchanged in all possible materials. 
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The message 
 
Through extensive testing and research we were able to identify the messages that 
struck a chord with eligible people, and ensure that they were given prominence in 
all our materials. The most important message was the Help Scheme’s offer of 
practical help, and the reassurance of high standards of security and service, 
summed up as: 
 
 

 
The Switchover Help Scheme can provide everything you need to 
switch one TV to digital.  
 

• Easy-to-use equipment 
• An approved installer to supply and install the equipment for 

you 
• A 12 month aftercare service including a free helpline.  
• This service is available for £40 all inclusive, or is free if 

you’re eligible and on certain income-related benefits 
 

 
 
We found these benefits were the most important messages, more so than the 
eligibility criteria, calls to action or reassurance, knowing this simplified our copy 
considerably. 
 
A message about cost had to be included every time. If it was not, people assumed 
the help would be free and were unhappy to learn it was not always so. 
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The advertising 
The Help Scheme ran some national TV advertising, and each regional campaign 
featured TV, radio, press and some outdoor advertising such as on buses or bus 
stops. The creative approach, media mix and contact strategy was changed and 
refined over the lifetime of the Help Scheme. Of course, television found our key 
audience very effectively, because the Help Scheme was about keeping access to 
television. Since the BBC and other partners in Digital UK were broadcasters, we 
had a certain privileged access to TV for our messaging. On-screen messages, 
known as MHEG pop-ups, allowed Digital UK to communicate precise switchover 
dates to TV audiences at a transmitter area level. 
 
As far as messaging went, the best approach for the Help Scheme audience, and 
our unavoidably complex and perhaps unwelcome message, emerged as simple 
and informational.  
 
Our TV advertisement, at launch, depicted a domestic scene where Jean, an 
engaging older lady from Newcastle, explained the Help Scheme to her friend while 
the installer fitted her digital box. It was a simple advert on a familiar model, with a 
payoff line where Jean cheekily asked the installer if he was single. Our testing 
found eligible people were entertained by the ad. However, some could only 
remember the joke, not the message. We cut the joke, which improved its 
effectiveness.  
 
This important lesson demonstrated the campaign could be more effective still. At 
the halfway point in the switchover programme, we launched a new advertisement 
on a more informational “Say it, Show it” model, i.e. the voiceover reinforced the 
imagery, describing what is being shown. The main “Help Scheme Street” execution 
again featured popular Jean, this time among a succession of eligible people, such 
as a woman in a wheelchair and a young man with Down’s syndrome. A voiceover 
simply explained the Help Scheme eligibility criteria, benefits and call to action.   
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The key benefits of the new Help Scheme advert were: 

• A close link both visually and aurally, between the Digital UK and Help 
Scheme brands – the ad featured, Digit Al in an active form and used Digital 
UK’s music (‘Everybody’s talking about me’). 

• Assimilating our ad with Digital UK advertising generated greater trust with 
the Help Scheme customers who instantly associated it with the switchover. 

• The ad heightened people’s expectations of the arrival of the Help Scheme 
letter by visually showing it in the ad. 

• We visually demonstrated the breadth of the disabled audience, by showing a 
range of eligible people. This also allowed us to have a single TV ad, leading 
to greater efficiency in TV ad buying. 

• We communicated the value of the Help Scheme by showing the delivery of 
equipment, a Help Scheme installer arriving and fitting equipment, aftercare 
and installer ID being checked. 

• We delivered a strengthened message with the ‘Say it, show it’ approach. 
• The new TV ad helped to combat viewer fatigue with the previous version 

 
This was designed to form the creative basis for the rest of the Help Scheme 
advertising, enabling all other communications to hang off and build on its 
messaging. TV, press, community media and marketing collateral were all re-
designed using these new principles.   
 
Campaign timings were also changed to co-ordinate more closely with Help Scheme 
mailings to eligible people. Following this change to the advertising and the contact 
strategy, awareness and understanding rose considerably.  
 
Research also showed that the inclusion of an older woman in a sari dramatically 
improved recall of the ad among Asian people – an effect not replicated among 
ethnic minorities who were not featured. 
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PR 
 
The same “keep it simple” principles applied in PR, where our messages had to be 
robustly packaged to reach time-poor journalists. We stuck very closely to the 
established consumer copy and a template approach to campaign releases.  
 
Time-tested techniques included relying on trusted and authoritative ambassadors 
to deliver our message. We formed a strong relationship with BBC broadcaster, 
Maggie Philbin, but also used other well-known TV faces where the environment 
demanded it – in Scotland, Dorothy Paul, in Granada, Maggie Jones (Blanche, 
Coronation Street); in London, June Brown and Rudolph Walker (Dot Cotton, Patrick 
Trueman, EastEnders) and Gloria Hunniford in Northern Ireland, for example.  
 
The Switchover Help Scheme’s generic-sounding name was frequently omitted or 
mangled in print. In the pictures, though, a cut-out purple TV logo has the advantage 
of wrapping itself around the celebrity subject in a way that was difficult to crop. As 
we refined the execution in subsequent campaigns we incorporated other visual 
branding too – which we discuss later.  
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As often as possible, we tried to feature the human interest and locally relevant 
stories of our satisfied customers. But our first responsibility to vulnerable customers 
was their protection. Finding suitable and willing case studies and keeping their co-
operation as far as publication was more difficult than it might sound. 
 
We charged the Carillion Energy Services (formerly Eaga) PR team with developing 
techniques to improve the supply of case studies. They achieved this by briefing 
their networkers at the start of every campaign. They offered an explicit brief as to 
the best attributes of customer case study participants and making case study 
sourcing part of their performance targets.  
 
The most successful case studies often involved customers who were archetypal 
eligible people with whom other customers could easily identify – our customers 
rarely saw themselves as vulnerable and therefore did not want to be represented in 
this way. By the final year, CES was successfully recruiting more willing case study 
participants than needed - a total of 24 across the London TV region, for example.  
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Direct Mail 
 
Direct mail was our most effective way of raising awareness and understanding. By 
the end of the Help Scheme more than 23 million pieces of direct mail, each 
individually addressed to an eligible person, had been sent.  
 
A new iteration of the mailing copy was produced for each region, giving us plenty of 
opportunities to refine. Here, in a nutshell, is some of what we learned. 
 
The envelope 

 
A major challenge with direct mail 
is always to move it from the ‘junk 
mail’ pile to the ‘important post’ 
pile.  We did this in several ways. 
 
As far as possible we reduced any 
unnecessary clutter on the 
envelope and made it look as 
‘official’ as possible.  Elsewhere the 
use of Digit Al was helpful for our 
brand and communicated TV 
switchover quickly and effectively, 
but on our envelopes it created a 
sense of junk mail.  So we used a 
plain window envelope, overprinted 
with the Help Scheme logo and the 
words “important information about 
help to switch to digital TV”.  
 

 
We used eye tracker research to identify hot spots on the envelope, where the eye 
is naturally drawn and in what order, and placed our most important messages 
there.  We introduced the BBC blocks in 2009, which enabled us to convey a 
greater sense of ‘officialness’ and trustworthiness and which led to a significant 
increase in response rates. 
 
Our research and feedback from stakeholders told us that the inclusion of the top 
ten languages on the back of the envelope communicated clearly to those with 
limited English that this was an important mailing and that we were trying hard to 
talk to them.  This usually resulted in the eligible person taking that mailing to 
someone in his or her support network for help rather than treating it as junk mail. 
 
We also conducted a test to see if manila envelopes drew a better response than 
white ones but found that there was no difference. In addition, we aligned the 
timings of our paid-for advertising and direct mail so that our launch activity could 
directly point to the imminent arrival of the mailing. This created a much stronger call 
to action for our customers and resulted in greater attention being paid to the 
mailing.   
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The letter 
 
We wanted to make sure people had all the relevant information before they made a 
decision to opt out, and we also bore in mind the need for neutrality between 
platforms and products. Our early “information packs” were therefore designed to be 
comprehensive, and ran to many pages. But the 2008 consultation told us that 
customers also found them long and confusing. They didn’t want to feel they were 
denied choice – but offering them several equally weighted options without 
recommendations or guidance confused and worried them. In the case of the most 
vulnerable, it could cause them to delay engagement or disengage completely.  
 
We addressed this by improving the prominence of the simple “standard option” of a 
set top box. It was described in the covering letter, while those eligible people who 
felt confident with more choice were directed to the “options guide” which set out the 
options in detail. We also improved the journey through the decision process by 
providing a summary table laying out the different options and key features so that 
people could make a choice without reading the greater detail further on in the 
guide. 
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Our standard font size for all printed material was 14pt or larger with no smaller 
print. We made our direct mail available in alternative formats: large print, easy 
read, audio CD, British Sign Language DVD, Braille and numerous languages, so 
that barriers to comprehension or access were removed.  
 
We tailored our letters based on what we knew about the customers from the data 
we held; for example, whether they had a TV licence, whether they could get the 
help free or needed to pay £40, and so forth. In one region we had 24 different 
variants.  
 
People who didn’t respond to our first mailings were sent up to two simpler and more 
urgent reminders. These were also refined through delivery and testing. 
 
Our policy was to send a maximum of three mailings unless people opted in.  Wave 
2 was targeted at those who thought they were ready for digital.  Its aim was to 
remove any complacency and get customers to reconsider whether they were ready 
on all their TV sets by way of a handy diagnostic postcard.  Wave 3 was much more 
urgent in tone and designed to ensure people understood that the deadline for 
action was fast approaching. 
 
We aimed to generate the maximum response, even from those who opted out of 
the Help Scheme, so that we could be sure that we were reaching most eligible 
people and that they were making an informed choice whether or not to use the Help 
Scheme. We did this by simply explaining to eligible people that we were an official 
scheme, it would help us if we knew they were OK for switchover, and then we 
would know not to bother them again. This messaging was also reinforced in PR 
and local advertising. We’re proud to record that the results of all this effort were 
response rates routinely higher than 50% - more than ten times the industry 
average. 
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Mailing case study – blind and partially sighted 

 
People registered blind and partially sighted (BPS) were sent a tailored Help 
Scheme mailing. To improve clarity and responses, we conducted consumer 
research with a range of visually impaired people both through qualitative research 
and a co-creation workshop. This is what we found: 
 
The BPS audience is an extremely diverse group, experiencing a wide range of 
eye diseases and consequent levels of sight. People use diverse tools to help with 
reading, such as magnifiers, scanners or relying on a friend or relative to navigate 
their post for them. We found three distinct typologies: supporter led - a friend or 
family member deals with the post on their behalf; supporter involved - help from 
a friend or family member; and wholly independent - recipient handles all the 
post themselves) These aren’t driven by reading ability but by people’s living 
arrangements and the nature of their support networks.  It was important that 
communications sent to this audience allowed both sighted and visually impaired 
people to navigate our direct mail. 
 
Lessons learned 
 
Print format 
• Ensure good contrast between paper colour and text (preferably black or dark colour 

on white) 
• Use a plain background & do not overlay text onto pictures 
• Using several pages is preferable to dense text 
• Make use of short sentences & ensure there is plenty of white space 
• Make use of bold print & headings to indicate important information  
• Indicate when there is text on the back of a page – “please turn over” 
• Avoid tables, columns and text boxes 
• Avoid folded pages and ‘flaps’ 
• Avoid use of icons 
• Ensure that the most important information is at the start of the letter, in particular 

contact phone numbers 
• Mention availability of alternative formats early in the body of text 
 
Envelope 
• Briefly identify contents on outside of envelope, using simple logo if familiar 
• Avoid pictures and other junk mail cues 
 
Audio 
• Identify who the CD is from and what the information is in the opening sentence 
• Provide a contents menu at the beginning, with track lengths  
• Break down content into short tracks using a new track for each new topic 
• Ensure that print versions accompany audio materials if a supporter may be involved 
 
Alternative formats 
• Signpost to websites and indicate that these are accessible 
• Don’t assume that people know that alternative formats are available or what they are 
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The website 
 
All consumer-facing businesses now need to have an accessible and well- designed 
website, and the Help Scheme was no exception. The Help Scheme website was 
designed to be simple, informative and as accessible as possible for people with 
sight issues. It won an award for accessibility1. It provided credibility and was 
doubtless a useful information source for supporters of eligible people and younger 
disabled people. However, a scheme designed to support a technophobic audience 
needs to be realistic about how much it can rely on its website as a communication 
channel. 

 
 
Traffic figures remained relatively low throughout the Help Scheme. Initial ambitions 
for a fully transactional site were put aside once it was understood how that would 
not match eligible peoples’ needs. Instead, we provided a simple online form for 
them to leave details for follow-up by telephone. We tried to avoid directing eligible 
people to the website alone in our communications, and offered alternative channels 
alongside, usually the telephone number. We also took a conservative approach to 
social media because we felt that our core audience were unlikely to use those 
media.  
                                                
1 Northeast Digital Award ’08 – Best example of accessibility 
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Conversation 
 
The final layer of communication for the 80% is providing the opportunity for a 
conversation. 
 
Many older consumers feel they need to chat to someone before they can be 
confident in a product or make a decision. We provided this with a manned call 
centre that did not rely on automated or interactive voice response. But we also 
provided it face-to-face for some, through our share in widely travelled Digital UK 
roadshows and local outreach presentations in communities in the run-up to 
switchover.  
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The campaign 
 
In each regional campaign, we co-ordinated all our media channels alongside the 
switchover countdown and delivery journey. They were layered to achieve maximum 
impact, but also growing awareness and optimum retention. There is a rapid rate of 
decay in message retention in the older audience. 
 
The Help Scheme’s story was dependent upon and interwoven with the general 
switchover messaging. Digital UK managed and delivered both campaigns. Again, 
the campaign went through several stages of iterative development. In its final 
incarnation there were three phases to the switchover campaign: 
 

• Launch phase - general awareness of switchover date and impact. Six to 
five months before switchover. 

• “Unsettle” phase - more complicated and less reassuring messages – 
“Have you converted all sets?” “What about the video recorder?” Three 
months before switchover. 

• Action phase – Final preparation, act now. One month before switchover 
 
These three phases coincided closely with the Help Scheme’s three waves of 
mailing to eligible people (Appendix I - template contact strategy). The “unsettle” 
phase went against the grain of our urge to reassure people that switchover was 
going to be fine. But “unsettling” people who thought they were all sorted out 
allowed us space to offer the benefits of the Help Scheme, particularly to friends and 
family who might not have thought through how much support their loved ones might 
need. 
 
To support this we developed a messaging matrix (Appendix II) which laid out 
exactly what messages would be delivered by which channel and at what times.  
This allowed us to map the customer journey on to our messaging so that we could 
be clear at what point customers would receive particular Help Scheme messages 
and by which method. This also demonstrated which messages were delivered by 
Digital UK advertising and how Help Scheme marketing built on them. 
 
Region by region 
Throughout the Help Scheme the template campaign was continuously monitored, 
tested and refined using tracker surveys and econometrics. In both planning and 
evaluation we had to take into account the characteristics and timings of each 
region, which could change the shape of the campaign and have an impact on how 
it was received.  
 
An example of a long switchover campaign would be STV Central, where the last 
transmitter switched eight months after the first and co-ordinating regional TV, local 
press and advertising was extraordinary complex. By contrast, the London region 
covering 12 million people had just one switchover date and a “right first time” 
campaign requirement. London was also one of many regions where the awareness 
campaign straddled the calendar year end. It was our experience that consumers 
barely engage with events until they are in the same calendar year.  
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In PR and stakeholder relations there were always local environmental and political 
considerations to be taken into account – ensuring access to Welsh language 
channels in Wales, for example. In all regions we were able to rely on the local 
knowledge of our regional managers and teams, who “championed” the special 
characteristics of their regions. 
 
For Digital UK and the Help Scheme to deliver two intertwined, interdependent but 
not identical campaigns in the same timescale amidst regional exceptions and 
different organisational imperatives required tight co-ordination and strong and open 
collaboration. 
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Engaging the 15% 

 
 
“Aretha became learning disabled as a result of an accident. Her 
speech and movement are impaired and she needs 24hr. care. 
She and another learning disabled friend have been encouraged 
to embark on a more independent lifestyle. They rent my terraced 
house in Northampton, staffed with 24 hour carers.   

“Aretha and her housemate lost their TV signal at switchover. 
Aretha herself phoned me several times, to ask if I could help. 
She was quite distressed to be missing her favourite programmes. 
I realised that they were probably eligible for help from the Help 
Scheme and phoned the Helpline on their behalf. Help Scheme 
engineers explained everything to Aretha – she always enjoys 
interaction with people who come to the house, especially when 
they take the time to listen to her.  

“Aretha was delighted to have proper reception again with 
excellent picture quality. She told me that she watched TV non-
stop for many hours just after it was done.”   

- Volunteer, Northampton 

 
The next elements in our strategy were designed to catch the 15%, those who rely 
on support for some of their needs. A number of strands of communications and 
outreach were developed to harness these support networks.  
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Marketing and communications 
 
As well as advertising targeted directly at eligible people, which their close 
supporters might be expected to pick up, we also ran advertising and PR aimed at 
family, friends and neighbours of eligible people.  
 
The TV and radio ads featured “good neighbours” making sure eligible people knew 
about the Help Scheme, and others were worded to reach out to family living away 
from an eligible person, reminding them that they could rely on someone else, the 
Help Scheme, to go round and help with this problem.  
 
We carefully researched informal carers and their communications channels and 
produced materials aimed at them. We also ran an online campaign with contextual 
and behavioural targeting on websites popular with carers: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Online carers campaign pop-ups 
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Outreach 
 
The Help Scheme outreach model developed over time to have seven strands, 
delivered directly or through one of several partner organisations or subcontracted 
again to local lead organisations. These strands were: 
 

• Networking with statutory and commercial organisations 
• Targeted Awareness Programme 
• Communities Programme 
• Community Radio 
• Home Visit Service 
• Mobile Help Scheme Advice Unit (Help Scheme Bus) 
• Community Outreach Programme (wider switchover advice jointly managed 

with Digital UK) 
 
Such a complex model required co-ordination to make sure that different strands 
weren’t “doubling up” in contacting potential partners; particularly the stretched 
voluntary sector. We were mindful of this and managed it carefully. But since our 
stated mission was to “leave no-one behind,” we preferred to run the risk of creating 
overlaps, rather than leaving gaps. 
 
Statutory agencies 
 
Many eligible people already had established support networks through care plans 
or in-the-field services from statutory agencies. We tapped into these networks so 
that the Help Scheme’s message could be delivered alongside other statutory 
programmes or by workers in a statutory service as they pursued their regular 
contacts in the community. 
 
This is where a national scheme can be delivered locally, by teams based in the 
community and getting face to face with those they are engaging. We have worked 
with local authority teams across the UK, with the NHS, and with blue light services, 
from Lerwick in the Shetlands to St Peter Port in the Channel Islands, delivering our 
message alongside ‘Meals on Wheels’ or ‘Flu Clinics’ for example.  
 
We’ve been grateful for the willingness of statutory bodies to engage with what we 
do. We attribute this to two factors: they understand their clients, how important TV 
is to their clients, and how disruptive it would be for them if they lost that service; 
and, in most cases, all they need to do to engage is to open their communications 
channels to us, with minimal impact on their resources.  
 
The teams who ran this strand of outreach also engaged commercial concerns with 
an affinity with our work, accessing them through their corporate responsibility 
programmes. 
 
By the end of the Help Scheme’s outreach activities, we will have reached around   
6,000 statutory organisations (or different departments within those organisations) 
across the UK. 
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Third Sector  
A key pillar of support for our eligible people came from the voluntary sector, 
whether charities, faith groups, or neighbourhood networks. This switchover safety 
net was vital not just for eligible people, but also for those not eligible but 
nevertheless in need of extra support, such as people whose disability did not 
qualify them for benefits or older people under 75. For that reason, this outreach 
strand, called the Communities Outreach Programme, was co-managed by Digital 
UK. 
 
The programme funded volunteers to disseminate the switchover and Help Scheme 
messages through a network of local groups, especially for people who needed help 
but who were not Help Scheme eligible. This allowed us to tap in to existing non-
family networks. Of course the funding was important in gaining the support of our 
partners, but what was also instrumental were the existing bonds to and passion for 
local communities found at the heart of these organisations.  By explaining the help 
available to local people with whom they were already engaged - in many cases 
help that was free - we found that groups saw the importance of their local contacts 
receiving our messages and indeed our help. 
 
By the end of the Help Scheme’s outreach operations, we will have worked in 
partnership with around 5,500 local organisations. 
 
Geographical low response 
 
We remained concerned that there might be some areas where eligible people were 
at higher risk of missing standard communications and were not being reached by 
our statutory and commercial networking programme. This might be through factors 
such as economic deprivation or low neighbourliness, ethnic communities or rural 
isolation. We called our response to this concern the Targeted Awareness 
Programme. 
 
To begin with we funded volunteers, often in partnership with Community Service 
Volunteers (CSV), to target postcodes with lower than average response to Help 
Scheme mailings. Volunteers took posters and leaflets to local community hubs to 
spread the message. In later regions we adjusted this model by instead funding a 
network of local organisations and asking them to use their existing community 
events and venues, again operating in areas of low response.  Local organisations 
that helped us in the latter stages of our Targeted Awareness delivery included 
CARRAMEA (Consortium of Anti-Racist, Refugee and Minority Ethnic Associations) 
in London, Southall community alliance and Voluntary Action Within Kent.  
 
This approach helped us to understand areas where response had been low.  
Thanks to an innovative collaboration with the Department for Work and Pensions, 
we were able to improve this model. Using data from the Granada switchover in 
2009, we established a correlation between the Help Scheme’s low response areas 
and areas of low response to the DWP’s Pension Credit mailings.  
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By targeting some of the DWP’s lowest response areas in the STV North region with 
a bespoke networking programme, we were able to turn a DWP low-response area 
into a high-responding area for us, for example around the tight-knit but far flung 
communities of the Western Isles where our “on the ground” approach paid 
particular dividends.  
 
We then made the geographical information of areas of low DWP response 
available to local teams in order to predict areas of low Help Scheme response, and 
could thereby deploy some of our Targeted Awareness funding before Help Scheme 
response rates were known.  

 
Help Scheme Buses 
 
In early 2010 the Help Scheme commissioned two mobile marketing and information 
vehicles, which were deployed in our targeted awareness and mainstream activity. 
The Help Scheme buses took the message to where it was most required in a very 
visible way.  Where the main switchover roadshow typically targeted successful 
commercial areas of highest footfall, the Help Scheme bus might be sited in less 
busy shopping centres such as Victoria Square in Birmingham and a shopping 
precinct in Clydebank, or rural areas on Guernsey or in Caithness. 
 
In some locations, third sector volunteers from local communities have joined Help 
Scheme staff. This was particularly useful in areas with high numbers of people from 
black and ethnic minorities, where they provided language support but also 
reassurance for people from those minorities to engage with the service. They were 
also able to advise on new locations to take the bus.  
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Ethnic minorities 
 
In regions with significant ethnic minority populations, switchover tracker figures 
consistently showed that ethnic minorities lagged behind in awareness and 
understanding of switchover and the Help Scheme, and this gap was often more 
marked in eligible people in those groups.  
 
There was a hypothesis that in some of these groups this could be a consequence 
of higher multi-channel penetration as many sought out specialist cultural channels. 
However, the gap existed in communities who did not necessarily have high 
multichannel use, and the figures also showed higher than average remaining 
analogue households across most of these communities, so there was no room for 
complacency.  
 
Our existing outreach strands were targeted further to work with established support 
networks in ethnic minority communities, in order to embed our Help Scheme 
outreach message into the work already being carried out by established groups.  
We engaged with community radio stations serving particular language or religious 
target audiences.  Further, we further deployed one-to-one street team activity in 
targeted postcode sectors to give additional support to communities in the London 
and Central TV regions around the point of switchover. 
 
 
Community Radio  
 
The Help Scheme set up an innovative programme working with community radio 
stations to deliver messaging to niche audiences. We scripted the messages, and 
funded station presenters to read them out on air, in their own languages if relevant, 
and our regional managers would often go on air to give interviews.  We worked 
directly with the Community Radio Association to set up the programme. The reach 
of these stations is no doubt small, but the benefit of it was not only access to the 
station audiences, but also community goodwill and access to other community 
events the stations were involved in. 
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Reaching the 5% 
 
It was a defining characteristic of the group we termed the 5% that they would be 
missed by mainstream communications and that they lacked support networks. 
Building a safety net to catch them was going to be challenging, particularly since it 
was close to impossible to know if we had succeeded – or failed. Yet it was a 
fundamental part of the Help Scheme mission to leave no-one behind. 
 
The research 
 
When we researched the 5%, we first had to tackle the problem of finding them. If 
they were on a charity or statutory body’s database, then by definition they were not 
without support. If they could be recruited for a mass survey, they were not unable 
to engage. Nevertheless, we remained convinced that such people existed.  
 
We therefore commissioned The Futures Company to build up a picture of the group 
by interviewing people who had met individuals fitting the profile of socially isolated 
individuals with multiple needs. They were not researching the hard-to-reach 
directly, but researching people who had met them.  
 
That in itself was a challenge, one the researchers tackled by immersing themselves 
in a community, and “snowballing” the contacts they developed. That is, they asked 
those they interviewed for leads to other likely contacts of vulnerable people who 
might not be obvious at first sweep or even identify themselves in that role.  
 
They interviewed such individuals as a litter sweeper, a pet shop owner and a 
mobile hairdresser, who recounted stories of clients or casual acquaintances for 
whom they offered more support than their roles required. Thus they built a set of 
case studies reporting the 5% through those that supported them in little ways, who 
didn’t want to “get involved,” but when pressed to think about it, acknowledged their 
small acts of support were probably significant in the lives of people who didn’t have 
much human contact. 
 
The picture that emerged was of isolated people who chose the trusted contacts that 
supported them, maybe just one or two, who gave them just enough help to get by 
and cope, but who might not themselves know that they played this role.  
 
The supporters were diverse – some professional like doctors, some commercial like 
door-to-door salesmen or hairdressers, some informal such as neighbours - but all 
people whose personal values meant they were prepared to help. They were so 
diverse in their situation and attitudes we couldn’t imagine a way to reach them 
systematically - not all hairdressers would know such people or would be prepared 
to help for example. 
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The Helping Hand PR campaign 
 
Our first insight was that we would need to mobilise a word of mouth “social 
movement” to connect with the one or two trusted individuals we believed would 
represent the isolated individual’s unknowing pillars of support. We turned at first to 
conventional communications, which might be seen by everybody including the hard 
to identify community supporters. We came up with nine different segments for 
these supporters, from informal and commercial to professional and out of the home 
to on the threshold and in the home. We thought through the barriers and drivers 
facing these people as they thought about acting – they wanted to help, but were 
reluctant to “get involved”. 
 
The emerging insight was that they only needed to do one simple thing to get the 
satisfaction of having helped someone needy keep their TV – they just needed to 
tell them about the Help Scheme. From this we designed the “Pass It On” campaign, 
later the “Helping Hand” campaign, which ran as a PR and outreach campaign in 
every region.  
 
This particular campaign happened six weeks before a switchover, at the time of 
maximum awareness, and was the only PR activity to target non-eligible people. 
Bookmarks with the Help Scheme freephone number were created to “pass on” the 
details, and later we created purple hand-shaped flyers to pick up the Helping Hand 
theme. These were distributed through libraries and other consumer touch points as 
well as the switchover roadshows and Helping Hand events.  
 

The publicity pattern was a high profile launch 
event led by a celebrity such as our 
ambassador, Maggie Philbin, where members 
of the public could pledge support by adding 
their purple handprint to a board. To enable 
local engagement with the campaign, we ran 
several similar local branded “Helping Hand” 
events in conjunction with each launch, so 
that people could act on the call to action and 
collect a bookmark.  
 
This was followed by more local stories about 
the sort of people who might be able to help; 
such as cab drivers, community policemen & 
local volunteers. Publicity for the case studies 
was often an effective “thank you” for the 
organisations that had worked with us.  
 

Helping Hand was successful in raising the visibility of the Help Scheme across the 
general population close to switchover. It may have helped to engage support 
networks wider than those we had reached through previous means, though that’s 
difficult to demonstrate. We measured the numbers of bookmarks distributed as well 
as the publicity achieved. But mainstream marketing and communications is 
probably not an effective or efficient way to reach the supporters of the 5%.  
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The Communities Programme 
 
Returning to the “social movement” model, and thinking about how the Futures 
Company validated the 5%, we developed the most intensive exercise in reaching 
the 5%, the Help Scheme Communities Programme2.  
 
The objective of the programme was to reach the “community supporters” directly, 
since they were the only way to the isolated segment. But not only did we want to 
find them, we needed to convince them, and finally to support them in acting to help 
the 5%. Through the Communities Programme we provided training and funding to 
volunteers to seek out community supporters & ask them to help someone who they 
believed may fall into the 5%.  The volunteer provided a trigger and ‘permission’ for 
community supporters to act. The key for us was aligning peoples’ existing values 
with what we would like them to achieve – get people to identify and help the 5%.   
 
This work was not easy. What holds people back from helping is a fear they lack 
skills or expertise, a fear of responsibility or fear of repercussions.  Every volunteer 
doing work for us attended a skills workshop delivered directly by the Help Scheme 
where we discussed such worries, and explored solutions and permissions.  We 
included exercises on framing messages, adapting to different situations, and 
focussed on sharing anecdotes from other regions.  This work was all about having 
conversations, sometimes potentially difficult ones. 
 

We drew our volunteers from local 
organisations whose charter it is 
to strengthen community ties 
(rather than disability, age or 
interest groups), for example 
Voluntary Action Orkney, Circles 
Network and Villages in 
Partnership.  This ensured a tight 
alignment with our goals to reach 
isolated community members, but 
also ensured they receive back 
something of value to their own 
organisational goals.  
 
Once the programme was 
designed, Digital Outreach 
commissioned projects locally 
across the TV regions in order to 
achieve the aims of the 
programme, and Circles Network 
were engaged to facilitate 
workshops for volunteers, and to 
assist with our quality assurance 
of this programme.  

                                                
2 Developed by Head of Customer Strategies, Shera Allen 
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Our volunteers were engaged to do one thing – talk!  They talked to selected people 
in communities.  Instead of presentations, they engaged on a one-to-one basis 
where the volunteer gauged the situation and adapted the communication to each 
situation – this was critical as they were asking strangers to ‘meddle’ in the lives of 
people they felt protective over in order to save hardship or stress later. Each 
interaction is necessarily bespoke. 
 
We asked volunteers to re-visit community supporters in order to find out about 
people within the 5% who had been contacted, and to ensure that no-one had been 
left behind and that they could take up our help if they had  wished to. By the end of 
our operations, our volunteers and advocates will have engaged with over 100,000 
community supporters across the UK. 
 
Some results were difficult to quantify. In this programme, qualitative information 
was our richest source of validation.  We tried to use both quantitative and 
qualitative data to understand the progress and value of what was delivered.  
 
The qualitative outcomes were both substantial and often emotional.  This in turn 
provided the volunteers and the organisations with a sense of achievement and 
reward from this work.  From our end-of-region feedback sessions they reported 
many more people were reached and helped than would have been otherwise, and 
some went as far to say no one could have been left with a blank screen as a result 
of this work.  Additionally, many connections were made which will out-last the 
switchover and remain as strong ties for communities and organisations in the 
future. 
 
Some examples directly from the words of the volunteers: 
 

Day Centre worker identifies absent homebound lady 
 
My friend from the day centre knew of an elderly lady with severe 
arthritis, which has got worse in recent months and now 
significantly restricts her mobility. She can no longer access the 
top floor of her house and has converted one of her downstairs 
rooms into a bedroom. There are times when she physically 
cannot get out of bed or move from the bedroom to the living 
room. 
 
She has not attended the day centre for several months and she 
is currently waiting on a home care service starting for her. With 
nobody to turn to for advice about switchover, I visited her to 
discuss the help scheme options and answer her questions.  I left 
some leaflets and she said she could contact the scheme herself. 
 
I revisited this lady again and not only had she contacted the 
scheme but the engineers had come out and converted her old 
television and put up a new aerial. She is grateful and happy to 
have received the help. 
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Café owner helps lonely old man 
 
Roberto owns the Mama Mia café and he agreed to help by 
passing on Help Scheme booklets to customers who might be 
eligible for help. One of his regulars is an old man who seems 
quite lonely and normally comes for tea during quiet periods. He 
would come in at around 11am and sometimes spend up to two 
hours sitting on the veranda watching people pass by. He sits 
alone and often listens to a portable radio with headphones on. 
 
Roberto spoke to his regular about the switchover and told him 
about the Help Scheme. Roberto offered to call the Scheme on 
the man’s behalf to check his eligibility, as he seemed quite 
worried about the cost. The man wanted to call himself, which he 
did from a local phone box. He came back to the café and told 
Roberto that his circumstances meant he could get free help and 
that the installation appointment was booked. 

 
 

 Community hairdresser supports bereaved lady with absent 
family  
 
One of our community supporters is a ‘community hairdresser’ who 
immediately identified someone who fitted the 5% description. Her 
client was an elderly lady who lost her husband just over a year 
ago after a prolonged illness. He had previously always taken care 
of anything technical and until recently her son had taken over this 
role but he left to live abroad.  
 
The hairdresser mentioned the scheme to her client but she 
seemed daunted by the thought of getting involved with “technical 
issues.”  The hairdresser persisted and spent some time gently 
discussing the implications of switchover and the help available 
during different visits.  
 
The client kept wanting to change the subject so the hairdresser left 
a Help Scheme leaflet, which the client had a look at and found out 
that it was not as daunting as she had imagined. She found the 
information easy to understand and had surprised herself by 
telephoning the Help Scheme.  
 
On the next visit the equipment had been installed and the client 
was very pleased with herself, not only for having secured her 
television signal but, more importantly, for having reclaimed a little 
bit of the independence that she had surrendered long ago. 
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Conclusion 
 
The Switchover Help Scheme campaign has been a complex, multi-layered one 
combining the expert efforts of numerous partners, suppliers and other 
organisations.  
 
Our objective and, we hope, the outcome has been no-one left behind. 
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APPENDIX I – Help Scheme contact strategy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-6 months -5 months -4 months -3 months -2 months -1 months 0 months

BBC Retune Regional

Recorders / No 
New TV

Lose channels    
stronger msg (w/date 

where poss)

Options
Incl recorders as way 

to convert
Look for the leaflet Retuning Retuning

(BBC TV / radio) (TV) (TV) (TV) (TV, radio, M HEGs) (TV, press)

Date Did you know? Lose Channels Having problems?
(TV or press) (radio & press) (TV) (press)

No new TV Recorders promo Open letter Overlaps                
(where required)

(TV) (radio) (press) (press)

Flats DM Non DTT message 
(where required)

Lamposts

Re-tune Re-tune
(outdoor) (outdoor)

Friends & Family 3 mo leaflet                
(with HS page)

Good neighbours

(press) doordrop (TV, radio)

We can help We can help (20")            
(call us)

(BBC TV / radio) (TV)

Switchover not 
optional

Advertorial       
benefits

Are you struggling?

(Press 1 day) (Press 1 day) (Press 2 days)

2nd sets Urgency
(Wave 2 mailing) (Wave 3 mailing)

National 
(excluding 

switched regions)

Community media 
(pharmacy bags, library bookmarks, Post Office TV, GP leaflets & GP TV)

(Wave 1 mailing & care homes mailing)

Launch / Prepare Unsettle Action

We can help (30")                        

(TV & regional BBC TV & radio & bus 

We can help

Countdown TV & Lamposts

Look for mailing (20") where poss

(TV )
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APPENDIX II – Help Scheme messaging matrix 
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